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Abstract
In recent years, in order to handle increased level of uncertainty facing the industry that resulted from
renewable energy development, demand side participation, policy landscape changes and so on, the power
industry has frequently resorted to analyses that are highly computational intensive. The scope of such
analyses often has to be cut back due to the limitation of analysis tools and extended simulation time. The
highly intensive computation is especially needed for regions where power systems are operated by
independent system operators (ISOs) and regional transmission organizations (RTOs) which serve twothirds of the U.S. electricity customers through organized competitive wholesale electricity markets. In
each of these markets, there are typically hundreds of market participants making distinctive business
decisions to maximize their profits. This distributed decision making structure led to greater uncertainties
and subsequently much increased computational needs for both ISOs/RTOs in effectively operating the
system and market participants themselves in formulating business strategies. Furthermore, ISOs/RTOs
often operate a combined footprint of many utilities and a very large power system involving thousands of
generating units and transmission facilities, and therefore it poses great computational challenges to
ISOs/RTOs in system operation and planning. The traditional analytical and computational methods as
well as the tools built upon them are facing enormous difficulty in meeting the ever growing
computational demand of modern power systems applications. This presentation will discuss a framework
that aims to tackle the computational challenges in power system operation and planning from an
integrated viewpoint examining fundamental theory, analytical methods and computing platform.
Potential applications enabled by this framework will also be discussed.
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